
Welcome to the Geek Wars Demo Kit! Geek Wars is a hilar-
ious 2-player card game that pits geek against geek in a
tongue-in-cheek battle to control Jim Con. This noncol-
lectible card game involves strategy, luck, and deck build-
ing, and features a different full-color illustration on every
card. The game is full of inside jokes that every gamer will
love – look for cards like “Always Plays the Cleric,”
“Didn’t You Know There’s a 5th Edition?”, and “The Lake
Geneva Sucker Punch.” The first player to take over Jim
Con wins!

This Demo Kit will give you a taste of Geek Wars. It
includes everything you need to play several hands, includ-
ing both rules and cards. You’ll have to cut out the cards
yourself, but considering how much fun you’ll have with
them, that’s a small price to play, right?

The Geek Wars Concept

Geek Wars is both fun and challenging. The game is
designed around different decks, each of which features a
different “army” of geeks. This Demo Kit covers deck #1:
RPG Gamer (now in stores), and Deck #2: Miniatures
Wargamer is scheduled for December release. Some cards
are universal to any deck, while other cards are exclusive to
only one kind of deck.

You can play Geek Wars with only one deck, using the stan-
dard rules, or you can pit deck against deck using the tour-
nament rules. In this way, players can take the side of one
faction (RPG gamers, miniatures wargamers, etc.), and re-
enact the epic battles of Jim Con. 

Future Geek Wars decks will cover other kinds of geeks: the
collectible card gamers, the LARPers, those people who
wear furry costumes, and so on. Regardless of which geek

is profiled, every Geek Wars deck is compatible. You can pit
role playing gamers against wargamers, LARPers against
furries, or Trekkies against card gamers! Each deck has its
own unique set of cards, with special abilities, different
troops, and funny options not available in other decks. 

How to Use This Demo Kit

This Demo Kit includes four groups of cards. Together, they
give you all you need to play an introductory game of Geek
Wars. The card groups are as follows:

Player A Starting Hand: The first player’s starting hand
should consist of these cards.

Player A Deck: These cards should be shuffled together as
the first player’s draw deck.

Player B Starting Hand: The second player’s starting hand
consists of these cards.

Player B Deck: This is the second player’s draw deck.

Other than the fact that the decks are smaller than usual,
play proceeds exactly as the rules describe for a normal
game. You’ll have to cut out the sample cards, of course.

If you like Geek Wars, be sure to ask for it in your local
game store! For more information, visit us online at
http://www.goodman-games.com/8001preview.php
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Demo Decks
Here is a selection of Geek Wars cards. Cut them out then use them to play a demo game. These cards are
carefully selected to form two well balanced decks that can be used in a small game, as follows:

Player A Starting Hand
1. Diceless Warriors
2. Old School Mercs
3. That's why I bring all my books
4. Con Badge Throwing Square
5. Didn't you know there is a 5th Edition

Player A Draw Deck
1. Rule Loophole
2. New Edition
3. 64oz of sugary caffeinated goodness
4. First Edition veteran
5. Narrativist Recon Death Corps
6. The GM
7. Backpack Battering Ram

Player B Starting Hand
1. Gamist Counter Intelligence Corp
2. Dice Chuckers
3. Student of the Necronomicon
4. Turning the tables
5. Kevlar Dice Bag

Player B Draw Deck
1. Everyone loves the Cleric
2. Weighted Dice Bag
3. Outrage
4. Attraction
5. Gaming Shop Switcheroo
6. Convention Volunteer Corp
7. Simulationist Artillery Corp
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